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(54) METHOD FOR PRE-DETECTING ABNORMALITY SIGN OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANT DEVICE 
INCLUDING PROCESSOR FOR DETERMINING DEVICE IMPORTANCE AND WARNING 
VALIDITY, AND SYSTEM THEREFOR

(57) The present invention provides a method for ear-
ly warning of an abnormality sign of a device, which in-
cludes device importance and warning validity determi-
nation, and a system therefor. The method for early warn-
ing of the abnormality sign of the device comprises: a
first step of determining by an early warning processing
apparatus whether a device monitoring signal value ex-
ceeds a normal operation range by using a weight value
on the basis of monitoring-parameter-specific impor-
tance data which has been previously analyzed by an
operator; a second step of generating a warning by the
early warning processing apparatus when the device
monitoring signal value exceeds the normal operation
range; and a third step of determining by a warning de-
termination apparatus whether the generated warning is

a valid warning, which is subject to a warning analysis
and to be traced.
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Description

[Technical Field]

[0001] The present invention relates to waning a device abnormality sign and, more particularly, to generation of
warning by determining a device abnormality sign in a power plant and pre-detection of abnormality signs of devices in
a nuclear power plant.

[Background Art]

[0002] Conventionally, in order to generate a warning by determining abnormality of a device in a power plant, waning
data such as temperature, pressure, and the like is acquired from a measuring instrument, a current value and a prediction
value of the data are compared, and accordingly, abnormality of a device is determined and early warning is generated.
The early warning system currently used is implemented with the principle that a difference between a current value of
a device monitoring variable and a prediction value computed by an early warning program is represented as a residual,
and when the residual passes a normal operation range of the device monitoring variable, a warning is generated.
[0003] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating the conventional early warning system. Referring to FIG. 1, the conventional
early warning system includes a measuring instrument 100 for measuring states of power plant machines, a data process-
ing device 110 for receiving and storing monitoring signals (e.g., pressure, temperature, rate of flow, etc.) obtained from
the measuring instruments 100 and converting them to digital data, an early warning processing device 120 for generating
an early warning by analyzing the converted data, and an operator monitor 130 for an operator to check the device sate,
early warning state, and the like.
[0004] FIG. 2 is a flowchart illustrating the conventional early warning system. As shown in FIG. 2, the data processing
device 110 receives measuring instrument signals from the measuring instruments (step, S200).
[0005] The received measuring instrument signals are analogue signals, and the analogue signals are converted to
digital data by going through data processing step (step, S210).
[0006] Then, the data processing device 110 calculates current values of the measuring instrument signals in real
time (step, S220).
[0007] The early warning processing device 120 receives past measuring instrument signals during a predetermined
period going through the data processing step from the data processing device 110, and generates a pattern learning
model in advance (step, S230).
[0008] The calculated current values are transmitted to the early warning processing device 120, and the early warning
processing device 120 calculates prediction values by using the pattern learning model generated in advance (step, S240).
[0009] Residuals (i.e., current value - prediction value | ) are calculated by using the current values and the prediction
values (step, S250).
[0010] The residuals are compared with a normal operation range of each of the preconfigured monitoring variables
(e.g., temperature, pressure, rate of flow, etc.) (step, S260). In the case that the residual passes the normal operation
range, a warning is generated (step, S270), and in the case that the residual does not pass the normal operation range,
a warning is not generated. At this time, the normal operation range for generating a warning may be adjusted by an
operator.
[0011] The early warning processing device 120 transmits warning current condition information to the operator monitor
130 such that the operator may check the warning current condition (step, S280).
[0012] However, such an early warning system has the following problems.
[0013] In a power plant, the number of monitoring target devices reaches a few hundreds, and the number of monitoring
variables reaches 1000 to 2000 per unit. Accordingly, in the case that a warning is generated in such a way, the warning
is generated very frequently, and many times consumed for an operator to check and analyze the warning.
[0014] In addition, since device importance is not considered, there is a problem that an operator needs to determine
importance of a warning one by one when the warning is generated.
[0015] Furthermore, after a warning is generated, it is unable to distinguish whether the warning is a warning generated
by abnormality sign of an actual device or a waning generated by a device replacement operation scheduled in advance
or experiment, maintenance, and the like. Accordingly, there is a problem that an operator analyzes a warning whenever
the warning is generated, and determines validity of the warning.
[0016] Therefore, a warning should be generated only in abnormal state of an actual device in advance, and accordingly,
it is required for an operator to operate an early warning system efficiently.
[0017] In the conventional abnormality sign detection system of devices in a nuclear power plant, as shown in FIG.
5a, in the case that a variable for monitoring devices exceeds a normal operation range, and the exceeding value reaches
a preconfigured set point, a warning is generated.
[0018] FIG. 5b is a flowchart of the conventional warning method. Referring to FIG. 5b, the conventional warning
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method includes receiving a measuring instrument signal (step, S100) by a data processing device, and progressing a
data processing procedure of converting the received measuring instrument signal to a digital signal (step, S110). And
then, the method includes calculating a current value in a predetermined time interval (step, S120), and determining the
current value calculated in the early warning processing device exceeds a configured value for each monitoring variable
(step, S130). As a result of the determination, in the case that the current value exceeds the configured value for each
monitoring variable, a warning is generated (step, S140).
[0019] In the case of the conventional warning method as described above, a nuclear power plant operator is hard to
know the abnormal state from a normal operation period 100 to a configuration value arrival period 110. In addition, a
device breaks down abruptly in a transient state period 120 or an accident that causes a power plant shut down is
progressed, and therefore, an efficient pre-monitoring means is required between the normal operation period and the
configuration value arrival period.

[Disclosure]

[Technical Problem]

[0020] An object of the present invention is to provide a method and system for adjusting a warning generation frequency
depending on an importance of a device, and early warning of a device abnormality sign including a determination of
device importance and warning validity provided to an operator by distinguishing a warning in which trace and analysis
are required from a warning in which trace and analysis are not required for the generated warning.
[0021] An object of the present invention is to provide a method and system for pre-detecting a device abnormality
sign for pre-detecting a minute abnormality sign of devices in order to prevent breakdown of nuclear power plant main
devices and minimizing device breakdown and abrupt shut down of the nuclear power plant by generating an early
warning.

[Technical Solution]

[0022] According to an aspect of the present invention, the present invention provides a method for early warning of
an abnormality sign of a device, which includes device importance and warning validity determination. The method for
early warning of an abnormality sign of a device includes a first step of determining, by an early warning processing
device, whether a device monitoring signal value exceeds a normal operation range by using a weight value based on
importance data for each monitoring variable which has been previously analyzed by an operator, a second step of
generating a warning, by the early warning processing device, when the device monitoring signal value exceeds the
normal operation range, and a third step of determining, by a warning determination device, whether the generated
warning is a valid warning, which is subject to a warning analysis and to be traced.
[0023] The first step may include performing analogue-digital conversion, by a data processing device, of the monitoring
signals received from measurement instruments, and calculating a current value of the monitoring signals and transmitting
the current value to the early warning processing device and an importance categorizing device in a predetermined time
interval.
[0024] The first step may further include searching, by the importance categorizing device, an importance grade and
a weight value of the monitoring variable to which the transmitted current value corresponds in an importance database,
and transmitting the importance grade and the weight value to the early warning processing device.
[0025] The first step may further include calculating, by the early warning processing device, a residual by using the
transmitted current value, the weight value and a preconfigured pattern learning model.
[0026] The first step may further include determining, by the early warning processing device, whether the residual
passes the normal operation range which is preconfigured by an operator.
[0027] The third step may include receiving, by the warning determination device, current state information of the
warning and categorizing the current state information into an announced warning and an warning be analyzed.
[0028] The announced warning may correspond to at least one of a warning generated by power plant main control
room, a warning generated by a device replacement operation, and a warning generated by an experiment or a main-
tenance scheduled in advance.
[0029] If the warning is the warning be analyzed, when it is determined that the power plant maintenance is required
as a result of the warning analysis and trace by the operator, wherein the warning determination device may notice the
generation of warning to at least one of a power plant operator computer and a power plant operator personal wireless
communication device.
[0030] According to another aspect of the present invention, the present invention provides a system for early warning
of an abnormality sign of a device, which includes device importance and warning validity determination. The system
for early warning of an abnormality sign of a device includes an early warning processing device for determining whether
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a device monitoring signal value exceeds a normal operation range by using a weight value based on importance data
for each monitoring variable which has been previously analyzed by an operator, and generating a warning when the
device monitoring signal value exceeds the normal operation range, and a warning determination device for determining
whether the generated warning is a valid warning, which is an object to be subject to a warning analysis and to be traced.
[0031] The system for early warning of an abnormality sign of a device may further include a data processing device
for performing analogue-digital conversion of the monitoring signals received from measurement instruments, and cal-
culating a current value of the monitoring signals and transmitting the current value to the early warning processing
device and an importance categorizing device in a predetermined time interval.
[0032] The system for early warning of an abnormality sign of a device may further include the importance categorizing
device for searching an importance grade and a weight value of the monitoring variable to which the transmitted current
value corresponds in an importance database, and transmitting the importance grade and the weight value to the early
warning processing device.
[0033] The early warning processing device may calculate a residual by using the transmitted current value, the weight
value and a preconfigured pattern learning model.
[0034] The early warning processing device may determine whether the residual passes the normal operation range
which is preconfigured by an operator.
[0035] The warning determination device may receive current state information of the warning and categorizes the
current state information into an announced warning and an warning be analyzed.
[0036] The announced warning may correspond to at least one of a warning generated by power plant main control
room, a warning generated by a device replacement operation, and a warning generated by an experiment or a main-
tenance scheduled in advance.
[0037] If the warning is the warning be analyzed, when it is determined that the power plant maintenance is required
as a result of the warning analysis and trace by the operator, wherein the warning determination device may notice the
generation of warning to at least one of a power plant operator computer and a power plant operator personal wireless
communication device.
[0038] According to another aspect of the present invention, the present invention provides a method for early detection
of an abnormality sign of a device, which includes device importance and warning validity determination. The method
for early detection of an abnormality sign of a device includes performing, by a pattern learning device, a pattern learning
by using past device monitoring data of a predetermined period and grouping monitoring variables showing a similar
pattern for a same device, and generating, by a prediction value calculation device, a prediction value of a current
monitoring data received in real time by using patterns of the grouped monitoring variables.
[0039] The step of grouping monitoring variables may include a first step of grouping the monitoring variables for each
of same devices, and a second step of grouping the grouped monitoring variables for each of the same devices showing
the similar pattern.
[0040] The step of generating a prediction value may calculate a prediction value by comparing the current monitoring
data with a pattern learning value of the similar monitoring variable group belonged to the same device and providing
high weight value as the values are similar.
[0041] The past device monitoring data and the current monitoring data may be digital data going through analogue-
digital conversion.
[0042] The past device monitoring data and the current monitoring data may be data related to early warning subject
monitoring variable which is predetermined by an operator.
[0043] The method for early detection of an abnormality sign of a device may further include generating, by an early
warning processing device, an early warning by obtaining a residual using an absolute value of a difference between
the prediction value and the current data, when the residual is greater than a normal operation range residual.
[0044] The normal operation range residual may be stored in database, which is designated in advance for each
monitoring variable by an operator.
[0045] According to another aspect of the present invention, the present invention provides a system for early detection
of an abnormality sign of a device, which includes device importance and warning validity determination. The system
for early detection of an abnormality sign of a device includes a pattern learning device for a pattern learning by using
past device monitoring data of a predetermined period and grouping monitoring variables showing a similar pattern for
a same device, and a prediction value calculation device for generating a prediction value of a current monitoring data
received in real time by using patterns of the grouped monitoring variables.
[0046] The grouping monitoring variables may include a first step of grouping the monitoring variables for each of
same devices, and a second step of grouping the grouped monitoring variables for each of the same devices showing
the similar pattern.
[0047] The generating a prediction value may calculate a prediction value by comparing the current monitoring data
with a pattern learning value of the similar monitoring variable group belonged to the same device and providing high
weight value as the values are similar.
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[0048] The past device monitoring data and the current monitoring data may be digital data going through analogue-
digital conversion.
[0049] The past device monitoring data and the current monitoring data may be data related to early warning subject
monitoring variable which is predetermined by an operator.
[0050] The system for early detection of an abnormality sign of a device may further include an early warning processing
device for generating an early warning by obtaining a residual using an absolute value of a difference between the
prediction value and the current data, when the residual is greater than a normal operation range residual.
[0051] The normal operation range residual may be stored in database, which is designated in advance for each
monitoring variable by an operator.

[Advantageous Effects]

[0052] The method and system for early warning a device abnormality sign including determination of device importance
and warning validity according to the example embodiment of the present invention may minimize manpower needs for
early warning analysis by decreasing warning generation frequency for devices of which importance is low, detect even
for small changes for devices of which importance is high, and generate warning, thereby being utilized efficiently for
preventing device and power plant shut down.
[0053] In addition, the generated warning is distinguished by a warning in which trace and analysis are required from
a warning in which trace and analysis are not required, an early warning system of multiple units may be operated
efficiently only with a small man power.
[0054] According to the conventional configuration value based warning method, even a minute abnormality occurs
in a device, a warning is generated only if the abnormality reaches a configuration value of preconfigured monitoring
variable, and then, an operator only recognizes this. Since most of monitoring variables have significant differences
between a normal operation range and a configuration value range, a warning is not generated when a minute abnormality
occurs in a device, and it is hard for an operator to notice the minute abnormality. In addition, in the case that such a
minute abnormality of the device is accumulated, this may lead to a serious breakdown problem.
[0055] According to the method and system for early detection of a device abnormality sign according to the example
embodiment of the present invention, a residual is calculated by using a prediction value which is calculated in real time
by a pattern learning model, and when a size of the residual passes a normal operation deviation range, a warning is
generated immediately, and accordingly, a minute sign of a device may be detected in advance.
[0056] In addition, a breakdown sign of nuclear power plant devices are detected promptly, and it may be prevented
that the breakdown sign leads to breakdown of a device. Accordingly, an abrupt shut down of power plant can be
minimized, and scheduled maintenance can be performed by predicting a breakdown of a device in advance, which
contributes to save maintenance cost.

[Description of Drawings]

[0057]

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating the conventional early warning system.
FIG. 2 is a flowchart illustrating the conventional early warning system.
FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating an early warning system according to an embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating an early warning method according to an embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 5a is a diagram illustrating an early warning generation range of the conventional method and the example
embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 5b is a flowchart of the conventional warning method.
FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating an early warning system according to an embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 7 is a diagram illustrating the conventional monitoring variable grouping method and a monitoring variable
grouping method according to an embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 8 is a flowchart illustrating a generation of early warning according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[Mode for Invention]

[0058] The present invention may have various modifications and various embodiments and specific embodiments
will be illustrated in the drawings and described in detail in the detailed description. However, this does not limit the
present invention to specific embodiments, and it should be understood that the present invention covers all the modi-
fications, equivalents and replacements included within the idea and technical scope of the present invention.
[0059] Terms including as first, second, and the like are used for describing various constituent elements, but the
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constituent elements are not limited by the terms. The terms are used only to discriminate one constituent element from
another component. For example, a first component may be referred to as a second component, and similarly, the
second component may be referred to as the first component without departing from the scope of the present invention.
A term ’and/or’ includes a combination of a plurality of associated disclosed items or any item of the plurality of associated
disclosed items.
[0060] When it is described that a component is "connected to" or "accesses" another component, the component
may be directly connected to or access the other component or a third component may be present there between. In
contrast, it should be understood that, when it is described that an element is "directly connected to" or "directly access"
another element, it is understood that no element is present between the element and another element.
[0061] Terms used in the present application are used only to describe specific embodiments, and are not intended
to limit the present invention. A singular form may include a plural form if there is no clearly opposite meaning in the
context. In the present application, it should be understood that term "include" or "have" indicates that a feature, a
number, a step, an operation, a component, a part or the combination thereof described in the specification is present,
but does not exclude a possibility of presence or addition of one or more other features, numbers, steps, operations,
components, parts or combinations thereof, in advance.
[0062] Unless it is contrarily defined, all terms used herein including technological or scientific terms have the same
meanings as those generally understood by a person with ordinary skill in the art. Terms which are defined in a generally
used dictionary should be interpreted to have the same meaning as the meaning in the context of the related art, and
are not interpreted as an ideal meaning or excessively formal meanings unless clearly defined in the present application.
[0063] Hereinafter, preferred embodiments of the present invention will be described in detail with reference to the
accompanying drawings and in describing the preferred embodiments with reference to the accompanying drawings,
the same reference numeral will refer to the same or corresponding component regardless of the reference numeral
and a duplicated description thereof will be omitted.
[0064] FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating an early warning system according to an embodiment of the present
invention. Referring to FIG. 3, the early warning system of the example embodiment of the present invention includes
a measuring instrument 100 for measuring states of power plant machines, a data processing device 110 for receiving
and storing monitoring signals (e.g., pressure, temperature, rate of flow, etc.) obtained from the measuring instruments
100 and converting them to digital data, an early warning processing device 120 for generating an early warning by
analyzing the converted data and using importance for each monitoring signal, an importance categorizing device 140
for storing importance for each monitoring signal data analyzed in advance and categorizing the collected monitoring
signals according to the importance, a warning determination device 150 for determining a validity of warning when the
warning is generated, an integrated center operator computer 130 for receiving and inquiring the device state and early
warning state by an operator of an integrated center, a power plant operator computer 160 for receiving warning current
state only in the case of valid warning, and a power plant operator personal wireless communication device 170.
[0065] The measuring instrument 100 is attached to power plant devices and therearound, and measures states of
the devices (e.g., pressure, temperature, rate of flow, etc.), and transmits the monitoring data to the data processing
device 110 in wired manner. An operator may transmit the data with a predetermined transmission interval (e.g., 1
second interval).
[0066] The data processing device 110 includes an analogue-digital converter, and converts the analogue monitoring
data received from the measuring instrument 100 to digital monitoring data. The digital monitoring data is transmitted
to the early warning processing device 120 and the importance categorizing device 140 through a wired communication
link.
[0067] The early warning processing device 120 generates a pattern learning model by using the past monitoring data
of a predetermined period (e.g., 18 months) which is transmitted. In addition, the early warning processing device 120
determines a normal operation condition and generates a warning by comparing a transmitted current monitoring data
value with a prediction value of the previously generated pattern learning model.
[0068] The importance categorizing device 140 includes an importance database.
[0069] All monitoring variables of devices which are operating in a nuclear power plant are stored in the importance
database, and information in which importance for each monitoring variable is categorized is stored according to an
importance categorizing criterion designated by an operator in advance.
[0070] For example, the information may be stored with being categorized into three types for each monitoring variable
including a variable (grade A) that influences on a power plant shutdown, a variable (grade B) that influences on a single
device shutdown but not on a power plant shutdown and a variable (grade C) that does not influence on a device shutdown.
[0071] For example, a water supply pump bearing temperature is a variable that may cause a water supply pump
shutdown when it rises abruptly and may be categorized as grade B, and a turbine bearing vibration is a variable that
may cause a power plant shutdown when the vibration increases and may be categorized as grade A.
[0072] In addition, in the importance database, each weight value for each grade designated by an operator which
will be used for calculating a prediction value is stored. For example, each weight value for each grade may be designated
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as 1.2 to 1.5 for grade A, 0.9 to 1.1 for grade B and 0.6 to 0.8 for grade C.
[0073] When the weight value is designated as such, there is an effect that a residual (|current value - prediction value|)
may become greater for a monitoring variable of which importance is high, and a warning is generated even for a small
change. Accordingly, for an importance monitoring variable, even a minute change may be detected.
[0074] There is an effect that a residual becomes much smaller for a monitoring variable of which importance is low,
and a warning is generated only in the case of great change, and accordingly, a warning frequency may be decreased
significantly.
[0075] The importance grade and each weight value for grade may be determined arbitrarily by an operator based on
contents described in all types of operation procedure documents and an operation experience of the operator.
[0076] The importance categorizing device 140 determines an importance of the monitoring data transmitted from the
data processing device 110 based on the importance data stored in the importance database.
[0077] The warning determination device 150 automatically transmits a warning current state to the power plant operator
computer 160 and the power plant operator personal wireless communication device 170 when it is determined that a
generated warning is valid warning in which a notification to a power plant and an action are required. The valid warning
determination is determined on whether the same warning is generated even in a power plant main control room (MCR)
(i.e., the case that a warning data value reaches a predetermined configuration value and a warning is generated),
whether the warning is generated by a device replacement operation, whether the warning is generated by an experiment
or a maintenance scheduled in advance, and only the warning that does not correspond to such a case is determined
to be a valid warning.
[0078] FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating an early warning method according to an embodiment of the present invention.
Referring to FIG. 4, the data processing device 110 receives measuring instrument signals from the measuring instru-
ments (step, S400).
[0079] Since the received measuring instrument signals are analogue signals, the measuring instrument signals pass
through analogue-digital conversion step of being converted to digital data (step, S410). The converted digital data is
transmitted to the early warning processing device 120.
[0080] Then, the data processing device 110 calculates current values of the measuring instrument signals (step,
S520) in a predetermined time interval (e.g., 1 second interval), and transmits the current values to the early warning
processing device 120 and the importance categorizing device 140.
[0081] The importance categorizing device 140 determines an importance of the current value which is transmitted
from the data processing device 110 (step, S460). The importance determination is performed by searching an importance
grade and a weight value of a monitoring variable to which the current value corresponds and a value stored in the
importance database of the importance categorizing device 140. For example, in the case that the transmitted current
value corresponds to water supply pump bearing temperature data, an importance grade and a weight value of the water
supply pump bearing temperature stored in the importance database is searched.
[0082] The early warning processing device 120 generates a pattern learning model by using past monitoring data of
a predetermined period (e.g., 18 months) going through the analogue-digital conversion step (step, S410) transmitted
from the data processing device 110 (step, S430).
[0083] The early warning processing device 120 generates prediction values by using the transmitted current values
and the pattern learning model which is generated in advance (step, S440) . That is, the early warning processing device
120 compares the current value and the learning value of the pattern learning model in a predetermined time interval
(e.g., 1 second interval) and finds a similar pattern, and then, calculates a prediction value.
[0084] Next, residual a (i.e., current value - prediction value|) is calculated by using the current values and the prediction
values (step, S450).
[0085] Residual b (weight value x residual a) is calculated by using the calculated residual a and the weight value
corresponding to an importance of the monitoring variable determined in the importance categorizing device 140 (step,
S470). In the early warning processing device 120, the function of calculating residual a in real time and finding a weight
value of the same monitoring variable from the importance categorizing device 140 is included, and residual b may be
calculated in real time.
[0086] The calculated residual b is compared with a normal operation range of each monitoring variable which is
preconfigured (step, S480).
[0087] A warning is generated when residual b passes the normal operation range (step, S490), and a warning is not
generated when residual b does not pass the normal operation range.
[0088] At this time, the normal operation range for generating a warning may be adjusted by an operator. For example,
the normal operation range of the water supply pump is 45 (minimum) to 55 (maximum), and a deviation between the
minimum value and the maximum value is 10. In the case that it is programmed that a warning is generated when a
residual exceeds [maximum value - minimum value] deviation 10 of the normal operation range by 30% (63), when an
input current value is 60 and a calculated prediction value is 52, a residual is 8, which exceeds 30% of the deviation, a
warning is generated. On the other hand, when a current value is 43 and a prediction is 45, a residual is 2, and a warning
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is not generated.
[0089] When a warning is generated, the early warning processing device 120 transmits warning current state infor-
mation to the integrated center operator monitor 130 that monitors the entire power plants such that an operator may
check (step, S500). Simultaneously, the early warning processing device 120 transmits the warning current state infor-
mation to the warning determination device 150.
[0090] The warning determination device 150 receives the warning current state information and performs a validity
determination process of the warning.
[0091] First, the warning determination device 150 categorizes a type of the received warning and determines an
analysis target (step, S510).
[0092] For example, the warning determination device 150 determines whether the generated warning is also generated
even in a power plant main control room (MCR), whether the warning is generated by a device replacement operation,
whether the warning is generated by an experiment or a maintenance scheduled in advance, and in the case that the
warning corresponds to any one of these, the warning is stored in an announced warning list, and the warning which
does not correspond to any of these, the warning is stored in a list of warning(s) to be analyzed.
[0093] An integrated center operator warning-trances/analyzes the information stored in the list of warning(s) to be
analyzed(step, S520). As a result, if it is determined that power plant maintenance is required, the fact that the warning
is generated is noticed to the power plant operator computer 160 and the personal wireless communication device 170
of a power plant operator (or a person in charge of the device) which is designated in advance (step, S530). If it is
determined that power plant maintenance is not required, a tendency is persistently monitored and an additional analysis
is performed if it is required.
[0094] So far, various embodiments of the present invention are described. However, it is understood that the descrip-
tion is just for illustration and not to limit the scope of the present invention defined by the scope of the following claims.
Accordingly, other embodiments are also within the scope of the following claims. For example, various modifications
may be performed without departing from the scope of the present invention. Additionally, a part of the steps described
above are independent from the order, and may be performed in different order from those of described above.
[0095] FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating an early warning system according to an embodiment of the present invention.
Referring to FIG. 6, an early warning system includes measuring instruments 200 of power plant devices, a data process-
ing device 210 for processing monitoring signals acquired from the measuring instruments, a monitoring variable selec-
tion/storage device 220 for selecting and storing early warning application subject monitoring variables, a monitoring
variable pattern learning device 230 for learning a normal operation history during a predetermined period (e.g., 18
months) for the selected monitoring variable, a pattern database 240 for storing monitoring variables in which monitoring
variables of a similar pattern are grouped, a prediction value calculation device 250 for calculating a prediction value
using a current value which is transmitted from the data processing device 210 in real time, a early warning processing
device 260 for determining whether to generate a warning by comparing the current value and the prediction value and
a normal operation range database 270 for storing a normal operation range for each monitoring variable.
[0096] The data processing device 210 collects and stores the monitoring signals (e.g., temperature, pressure, rate
of flow, etc.) acquired from the measuring instruments 200 of the power plant devices, and converts the signals into
digital data.
[0097] The monitoring variable selection/storage device 220 selects and databases the early warning application
subject monitoring variables. The number of monitoring variables collected in the data processing device 210 in the
power plant is about 7,000 to 10,000, and the monitoring variable selection/storage device 220 selects the monitoring
variables that may be utilized usefully for early warming among these, and stores the monitoring variables. The selection
is targeted to variables for which an early warning is available through a pattern recognition such as monitoring variables
(e.g., temperature, pressure, rate of flow, vibration, etc.) of active components (e.g., pump, valve, turbine, generator,
etc.) mainly, and important variables (e.g., power plant generation power, radioactive concentration, etc.) that may
assess an operation state of the power plant, which are not an active component However, it is excluded on/off signals
generated instantaneously or monitoring variables of devices that slightly influences power plant safety and operation.
This is because processing and transmission of data in real time (unit of 1 second) becomes difficult when too many
data are processed.
[0098] In the monitoring variable pattern learning device 230, a normal operation history of past one year or more
(e.g., 18 months) of the selected variables is learned. With respect to the selected monitoring variables (about 1,300 for
each power plant), normal operation state values (i.e., past operation values) of a predetermined period (e.g., 18 months
which is one cycle operation period of a nuclear power plant) are collected, and pattern learning is performed. That is,
when the normal operation history is learned by collecting values in the normal operation state during a predetermined
period for each monitoring variables, the normal operation pattern of the corresponding variables may be completely
learned. Each of the variables may have various operation patterns during the predetermined period, and all of such
patterns are learned.
[0099] The monitoring variables showing a similar pattern may be grouped for the learned patterns and it can be said
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that the monitoring variables belonged to the same group may have a similar operation pattern. The grouped monitoring
variables are stored in the pattern database 240.
[0100] FIG. 7 is a diagram illustrating the conventional monitoring variable grouping method and a monitoring variable
grouping method according to an embodiment of the present invention. Referring to FIG. 7, the conventional pattern
learning group generation method shown in left side relates to a method of making a pattern learning group by pattern-
learning total monitoring variable (about 1,300) data and categorizing the data for each pattern, and in the method,
variables are categorized into the same pattern group only if the pattern is similar even though it is not the same device.
[0101] In this case, there is a problem that reliability and accuracy of pattern learning is degraded in some parts. For
example, a problem may occur when temperature, pressure and rate of flow of a water supply pump and level of a power
plant oil supply tank show a similar pattern for a year and grouped into a similar pattern group. It is reasonable that
temperature, pressure and rate of flow of a water supply pump show a similar pattern in both of physical aspect and
operation experience aspect, but these three variables above and the level of a power plant oil supply tank have no
similarity in both of physical aspect and operation experience aspect. However, when the variables are grouped into the
same pattern group simply because their patterns are similar, monitoring variables of the similar pattern group are
influenced with each other when a prediction value is generated later, and accordingly, accuracy of a prediction value
becomes deteriorated. In addition, in the case of the conventional method, when a current value is input, it needs to
search whether there is a similar pattern for all targeted patterns targeted which are grouped in the similar pattern group,
and accordingly, many times are consumed for analysis process. That is, it may be difficult to derive a result within a
second or many computers are required therefor.
[0102] According to an embodiment of the present invention, in order to increase accuracy of a prediction value
computation by increasing reliability of a pattern learning model, a grouping process of twice times is performed as
shown in right side of FIG. 3. That is, in a primary grouping, first, all variables which are pattern learning subjects are
categorized for each device, and in a secondary grouping, in the same device, variables showing a similar pattern are
grouped.
[0103] When grouping is performed as described above, for example, when a current value is input, a variable is
grouped into a device in which the current value belongs first, and a similar pattern is searched within the corresponding
device. Accordingly, a time for searching a similar pattern decreases, and variables of which actual correlation is high
are grouped and utilized for a prediction calculation, and accordingly, the accuracy becomes increased.
[0104] Referring to FIG. 6 again, the data processing device 210 transmits a currently measured variable values to
the prediction value calculation device 250 and the early warning processing device 260 in real time (e.g., 1 second
interval).
[0105] The prediction value calculation device 250 calculates a prediction value using the current values of the mon-
itoring variables which are transmitted from the data processing device 210 in real time.
[0106] As algorithm for calculating the prediction value, for example, techniques such as Auto Associative Kernel
Regression (AAKR) may be used. When the current values of the measured monitoring variables are input, a device to
which the variable is belonged is recognized, and the values are compared with pattern learning values of the most
similar pattern group among the grouped patterns of the corresponding device. A prediction value is calculated by
providing a weight value for all related pattern models such as providing high weight value for the most similar pattern
model and providing low weight value for the least similar pattern model. For example, a prediction value may be
calculated by providing a weight value such that a summation of weight values for each of the related pattern models is
1 and added up.
[0107] The early warning processing device 260 calculates a residual by comparing the calculated prediction value
with the current value.
[0108] A residual is calculated by using the calculated prediction value and Equation 1. 

[0109] Next, the calculated residual is compared with a normal operation range residual of each monitoring variable
stored in the normal operation range database 270, and when the calculated residual is greater than the normal operation
range residual, an early warning is generated.
[0110] It may be configured that an early warning is generated when the calculated residual passes a deviation range
(%) configured by an operator within a normal operation maximum value and minimum value range of each of the
variables (i.e., the normal operation range residual). The normal operation range residual preconfigured by an operator
is stored in the normal operation range database 270.
[0111] For example, the normal operation range of a water supply pump is 45 (minimum) to 55 °C (maximum) and a
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deviation between the minimum and the maximum value is 10 °C. In the case that it is configured to generate a warning
when a residual exceeds 30% of |maximum value - minimum value| deviation (i.e., 10 °C) of the normal operation range,
for example, in the case that an input current value is 60 °C and a calculated prediction value is 52 °C, a residual becomes
8 °C, and then, a warning is generated. On the other hand, in the case that a current value is 430 °C and a prediction
value is 45 °C, a residual becomes 2 °C, and then, a warning is not generated.
[0112] FIG. 8 is a flowchart illustrating a generation of early warning according to an embodiment of the present
invention. Referring to FIG. 8, a prediction value calculation device 350 receives current values of monitoring signals
after being converted to digital data in the data processing device 210 (step, S400).
[0113] Next, a device to which a monitoring variable of the current value is belonged is recognized (step, S410). That
is, when the current value is a water supply pump bearing temperature value, the device to which the variable is belonged
is recognized as a water supply pump.
[0114] Among the pattern models stored in the pattern database, similar pattern models are identified within the device
to which the variable is belonged (step, S420).
[0115] When the similar pattern models are identified, a similarity between the learning value and the current value
of each variable belonged thereto is analyzed (step, S430).
[0116] By providing high weight value for a pattern model of which similarity is high and providing low weight value
for a pattern model of which similarity is low, as represented in Equation 2, a summation in which a weight value is
multiplied to the learning value of each similarity pattern model is obtained as a prediction value (step, S440). 

 (Herein, a summation of weight values is 1.)
[0117] The early warning processing device 260 receives the prediction value calculated in the prediction value cal-
culation device 250 and the current value from the data processing device 210, and calculates a residual by using
Equation 1 above.
[0118] Nest, the normal operation range residual for the corresponding monitoring variable stored in the normal op-
eration range database 270 is compared with the residual (step, S460). When the calculated residual is greater than
the normal operation range residual, a warning is generated (step, S470) .
[0119] So far, various embodiments of the present invention are described. However, it is understood that the descrip-
tion is just for illustration and not to limit the scope of the present invention defined by the scope of the following claims.
Accordingly, other embodiments are also within the scope of the following claims. For example, various modifications
may be performed without departing from the scope of the present invention. Additionally, a part of the steps described
above are independent from the order, and may be performed in different order from those of described above.

[Description of reference numerals]

[0120]

100: measuring instrument 110: data processing device
120: early warning processing device 130: integrated center operator monitor
140: importance categorizing device 150: warning determination device
160: power plant operator computer 160 170: power plant operator personal wireless communication device
100-1: device normal operation period 110-1: MCR warning (based on configuration value)
120-1: transient state (early warning duration)
200: importance device in a nuclear power plant (including measuring instrument)
210: data processing device
220: monitoring variable selection/storage device 230: monitoring variable pattern learning device
240: pattern database 250: prediction value calculation device
260: early warning processing device 270: normal operation range database

Claims

1. A method for early warning of an abnormality sign of a device, which includes device importance and warning validity
determination, the method comprising:
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a first step of determining, by an early warning processing device, whether a device monitoring signal value
exceeds a normal operation range by using a weight value based on importance data for each monitoring
variable which has been previously analyzed by an operator;
a second step of generating a warning, by the early warning processing device, when the device monitoring
signal value exceeds the normal operation range; and
a third step of determining, by the warning determination device, whether the generated warning is a valid
warning, which is subject to a warning analysis and to be traced.

2. The method for early warning of an abnormality sign of a device of claim 1, wherein the first step includes:

performing analogue-digital conversion, by a data processing device, of the monitoring signals received from
measurement instruments; and
calculating a current value of the monitoring signals and transmitting the current value to the early warning
processing device and an importance categorizing device in a predetermined time interval.

3. The method for early warning of an abnormality sign of a device of claim 2, further comprising searching, by the
importance categorizing device, an importance grade and a weight value of the monitoring variable to which the
transmitted current value corresponds in an importance database, and transmitting the importance grade and the
weight value to the early warning processing device.

4. The method for early warning of an abnormality sign of a device of claim 3, further comprising calculating, by the
early warning processing device, a residual by using the transmitted current value, the weight value and a precon-
figured pattern learning model.

5. The method for early warning of an abnormality sign of a device of claim 4, further comprising determining, by the
early warning processing device, whether the residual passes the normal operation range which is preconfigured
by an operator.

6. The method for early warning of an abnormality sign of a device of claim 1, wherein the third step includes receiving,
by the warning determination device, current state information of the warning and categorizing the current state
information into an announced warning and a warning to be analyzed.

7. The method for early warning of an abnormality sign of a device of claim 6, wherein the announced warning corre-
sponds to at least one of a warning generated by power plant main control room, a warning generated by a device
replacement operation, and a warning generated by an experiment or a maintenance scheduled in advance.

8. The method for early warning of an abnormality sign of a device of claim 6, if the warning is the warning be analyzed,
when it is determined that the power plant maintenance is required as a result of the warning analysis and trace by
the operator, wherein the warning determination device notices the generation of warning to at least one of a power
plant operator computer and a power plant operator personal wireless communication device.

9. A system for early warning of an abnormality sign of a device, which includes device importance and warning validity
determination, the system comprising:

an early warning processing device for determining whether a device monitoring signal value exceeds a normal
operation range by using a weight value based on importance data for each monitoring variable which has been
previously analyzed by an operator, and generating a warning when the device monitoring signal value exceeds
the normal operation range; and
a warning determination device for determining whether the generated warning is a valid warning, which is
subject to a warning analysis and to be traced.

10. The system for early warning of an abnormality sign of a device of claim 9, further comprising a data processing
device for performing analogue-digital conversion of the monitoring signals received from measurement instruments,
and calculating a current value of the monitoring signals and transmitting the current value to the early warning
processing device and an importance categorizing device in a predetermined time interval.

11. The system for early warning of an abnormality sign of a device of claim 10, further comprising the importance
categorizing device for searching an importance grade and a weight value of the monitoring variable to which the
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transmitted current value corresponds in an importance database, and transmitting the importance grade and the
weight value to the early warning processing device.

12. The system for early warning of an abnormality sign of a device of claim 11, wherein the early warning processing
device calculates a residual by using the transmitted current value, the weight value and a preconfigured pattern
learning model.

13. The system for early warning of an abnormality sign of a device of claim 12, wherein the early warning processing
device determines whether the residual passes the normal operation range which is preconfigured by an operator.

14. The system for early warning of an abnormality sign of a device of claim 9, wherein the warning determination device
receives current state information of the warning and categorizes the current state information into an announced
warning and an warning be analyzed.

15. The system for early warning of an abnormality sign of a device of claim 14, wherein the announced warning
corresponds to at least one of a warning generated by power plant main control room, a warning generated by a
device replacement operation, and a warning generated by an experiment or a maintenance scheduled in advance.

16. The system for early warning of an abnormality sign of a device of claim 14, if the warning is the warning be analyzed,
when it is determined that the power plant maintenance is required as a result of the warning analysis and trace by
the operator, wherein the warning determination device notices the generation of warning to at least one of a power
plant operator computer and a power plant operator personal wireless communication device.

17. A method for early detection of an abnormality sign of a device of a nuclear power plant, the method comprising:

performing, by a pattern learning device, a pattern learning by using past device monitoring data of a predeter-
mined period and grouping monitoring variables showing a similar pattern for a same device; and
generating, by a prediction value calculation device, a prediction value of a current monitoring data received in
real time by using patterns of the grouped monitoring variables.

18. The method for early detection of an abnormality sign of a device of claim 17, wherein the step of grouping monitoring
variables includes:

a first step of grouping the monitoring variables for each of same devices; and
a second step of grouping the grouped monitoring variables for each of the same devices showing the similar
pattern.

19. The method for early detection of an abnormality sign of a device of claim 18, wherein the step of generating a
prediction value calculates a prediction value by comparing the current monitoring data with a pattern learning value
of the similar monitoring variable group belonged to the same device and providing the higher weight value as the
more the current monitoring data are similar to the pattern learning value.

20. The method for early detection of an abnormality sign of a device of claim 17, wherein the past device monitoring
data and the current monitoring data are digital data going through analogue-digital conversion.

21. The method for early detection of an abnormality sign of a device of claim 17, wherein the past device monitoring
data and the current monitoring data are data related to early warning subject monitoring variable which is prede-
termined by an operator.

22. The method for early detection of an abnormality sign of a device of claim 17, further comprising generating, by an
early warning processing device, an early warning by obtaining a residual using an absolute value of a difference
between the prediction value and the current data, when the residual is greater than a normal operation range residual.

23. The method for early detection of an abnormality sign of a device of claim 22, wherein the normal operation range
residual is stored in database, which is designated in advance for each monitoring variable by an operator.

24. A system for early detection of an abnormality sign of a device of a nuclear power plant, the system comprising:
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a pattern learning device for a pattern learning by using past device monitoring data of a predetermined period
and grouping monitoring variables showing a similar pattern for a same device; and
a prediction value calculation device for generating a prediction value of a current monitoring data received in
real time by using patterns of the grouped monitoring variables.

25. The system for early detection of an abnormality sign of a device of claim 24, wherein grouping the monitoring
variables includes:

grouping the monitoring variables for each of same devices; and
grouping the grouped monitoring variables for each of the same devices showing the similar pattern.

26. The system for early detection of an abnormality sign of a device of claim 25, wherein generating the prediction
value calculates a prediction value by comparing the current monitoring data with a pattern learning value of the
similar monitoring variable group belonged to the same device and providing the higher weight value as the more
the current monitoring data are similar to the pattern learning value.

27. The system for early detection of an abnormality sign of a device of claim 24, wherein the past device monitoring
data and the current monitoring data are digital data going through analogue-digital conversion.

28. The system for early detection of an abnormality sign of a device of claim 24, wherein the past device monitoring
data and the current monitoring data are data related to early warning subject monitoring variable which is prede-
termined by an operator.

29. The system for early detection of an abnormality sign of a device of claim 24, further comprising an early warning
processing device for generating an early warning by obtaining a residual using an absolute value of a difference
between the prediction value and the current data, when the residual is greater than a normal operation range residual.

30. The system for early detection of an abnormality sign of a device of claim 29, wherein the normal operation range
residual is stored in database, which is designated in advance for each monitoring variable by an operator.
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